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1. INTRoOUCTI~N 
We consider here stochastic equations of the form 
x, = H, + 1; F(t, s, X) dZ,, (1.1) 
where Z is a finite dimensional semimartingale, H is a cldldg process, and 
F is some functional. 
The particular case when F is independent of t (in this case ( 1.1) is 
known as the Doleans-Dade and Protter equation) has been considered by 
several authors (e.g., [3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 19, 22, 23, 27, 28, 291 for strong 
solutions and [9, 12, 203 for weak solutions). Also, for the Doleans-Dade 
and Protter equation the continuous dependence and the convergence of 
finite differences have been studied in [S, 9, 12, 19, 241. The case of 
Volterra equations is considered in [ 1, 2, 11, 13, 14, 16, 251 (strong 
solutions) and in [ 13, 153 (weak solutions). 
Based on the transformation rule established by Protter [25], a 
Gronwall type inequality, and a domination property for semimartingales, 
we extend here Protter’s result [25] about the existence and pathwise 
uniqueness of strong solutions of (1.1) (Theorem 3.4). We give a unified 
formulation of Theorems 1 and 2 from [28] and use it in order to prove 
the existence and pathwise uniqueness of strong solutions for systems of 
stochastic equations with Volterra components (Theorems 3.7 and 3.8). 
In Section 4 the convergence with respect to the compact convergence 
in probability of finite differences to the solution of (1.1) is proved 
(Theorem 4.1). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will recall in this section the basic notations and definitions and 
some results that we will need. 
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(52,8, P, (9Jrao) is a filtered probability space with the usual 
assumptions. For a process (X,), r 0 and a SQtopping time r we define the 
processes J? (resp. r-) by 
x=x,,,; x:- =Xrl[o,r)+Xr-l[r.m) (X0-=O,;k”-=Oonz=O). 
The convergence is probability uniformly on compact intervals, defined on 
the space of cddldg adapted processes, is denoted by wCP. This convergence 
is given by the complete metric 
II4 = c 2-"EC(SuPK,I) * 11. 
n,l r&n 
D(R+ , Rd) is the class of cadlag functions from R, to Rd endowed with 
the topology z, of uniform convergence on compact sets: 
9=w pt ;g*+=n kd,; 
( ) * s>* 
O=QxD(R+, Rd);~=%Q9;~=qQ9,+. 
Allowing Volterra integrands in (1.1) leads one naturally to consider an 
extension of the filtration (q) as follows. 
Let H(x, S, 0): R: x fit-+ Rd@ R” be an application and 2 be a 
R”-valued semimartingale. Define 
A(Z) = {H: R: x 8 H Rd 8 R”; E is a 9(H)-semimartingale, 
for each x, (x, S, w) H H(x, s, o) is SJ(R: ) 8 9(H)-measurable 
and for every s < x, i, (s, co) H Hi(x, s, w) is 
g(H)-predictable and Z-integrable}. 
The following result is due to Protter [25, Theorem 3.31. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Transformation Rule). Let HE A(Z) be such that 
aH(t, s, co)/& exists, and is locally bounded uniformly in t. Then the process 
Y, = j; H(t, s) dZ, is 9(H)-semimartingale and if Z = M + A is a Y(H)- 
decomposition of Z then 
Y, = j-’ H(S, S) dM, + {J; H(S, S) dA, + j-i (1; aH(s, u)/as dZ.) ds} 
0 
is a decomposition of Y. 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQIJENE~ OF STRONG SOLUTIONS 
Consider the following class of functions 
LS = p; p is strictly increasing, concave, and 
i I 
l du/p(u)= a3 . 
o+ 
For example functions of the form x jlog XI ’ e-E in the neighborhood of 0 
which are strictly increasing and concave are in LS. Observe that if p 1, p2 
are in LS and a, p 2 0, a + j3 > 0 then ap, + /?pz E LX The following lemma 
of Gronwall type often arises in problems concerning the existence, uni- 
queness, stability, and approximation of solutions of stochastic differential 
equations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose we are given 
bW))t,o an increasing adapted ccidlrig process with A(t) > t a.s. for 
each t > 0, 
{Zn(f))rTO, {Jm,n(f))rlO, m, n= LZ . . . . sequences of nonnegative adap- 
ted chdrrig processes, 
p, pl, p2 E LS and (a,) a sequence of nonnegative numbers such that 
Eii,a,=a<co. 
Define the stopping times 0(t) = inf(s; A(s) > t), d(t) = inf(s; A(s) 2 t) 
(note that a(t) t, J(t) /* 00 as t + 00). 
(i,) Assume that for any n, T there is a constant C(T) such that for every 
stopping time 8 < tl( T) 
EC SUP Z,(t)1 < co (3.1) 
t<e(T) 
ECZ,(e- )I da, + C(W 
[ . 
jcoR) pU,,(t- 1) Wt) . 1 (3.2) 
Then for some constant C(a, T, p) depending only on a, T, p (with 
C(O, T P) = 0) 
ii% sup E[Z,(0(t)-)] 6 C(a, T, p) < a~. (3.3) n t<T  
Moreover, if every Z,, is increasing and a = 0, then Z H’P 0 as n + co. 
(i2) Assume that for every m, n, T, and stopping t:me 8 < tl( T) 
SUP EC sup Jr,,(t)1 < m (3.4) 
r,s t<e(r) 
a.k,(e - )I G ‘3 W j Cp,Vm,n(t- 1) + PAJtr- ,,n-1(t- 111 dA(t) . 
CO.@) I 
(3.5) 
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Then 
lim sup E[J,,n( 0( t) - )] = 0. 
n&n I<T 
In particular f every J,,, is increasing then J,,,, H’P 0 as m, n H co. 
(jl) Let A be predictable and a = 0. Asssume that for every n, T, and 
stopping times o < 6, with 6 predictable and 6 6 6(T), 
EC sup z,(t)1 < 03 
r<6(T) 
(3.6) 
E[Z:(6-)]<a,+C(T)E j 
[ 
p(Z;(t-))dA(t) . 1 (3.7) CO>@ 
Then Z ~‘~0 as nH co. 
cj2) “Let A be predictable. Assume that for every m, n, T, and stopping 
times o < 6, with 6 predictable and 6 < 6(T), 
sup EC sup J,,,(t)1 < ~0 (3.8) 
r,= r<a(r) 
ECJ;,n@-)I GC(W j 
i 
Cp,(J,,,(t-))+p,(J,-,,,-,(t-))l dA(t) 
CW) I 
(3.9) 
Then J,,,a~cpO as m, nH co. 
Proof: Utilising the time change theorem, Jensen’s inequality, and 
A(B(s)- ) < s we obtain for t < T 
ECl.(e(t)-)19a.+C(T)l’p(E[I.(e(s)-)l)ds. (3.10) 
0 
Let ~1, /I > 0 be such that p(x) < a + fix. Then from (3.10) we have 
EC4(fi(t)-)1Gaa,+K(T) l+/~W,d@s)-))~] 
I 
so that 
ECL(e(t)- )I 6 (a, + K(T)) expW(TV% 
which from (3.3) is immediate if a # 0. 
Now assume a = 0. From (3.10) it follows 
Ei sup E[I,(B(s)- )] 
n s<r 
< C(T) \’ p(lim sup E[Z,,(B(u)- )I) a% 
0 n ucs 
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and this implies that 
i&i sup E[Z,(B(s)- )] = 0. 
n set 
The rest of the proof follows easily. 
(iz) From (3.5) we have for I < T 
so that 
G K(T) j’ (PI+ PA& sup &L&W)- )I ds 
0 m,n “<S 
Ei sup E[.Z,,JB(s)- )] = 0. 
m,n set 
(jr) Choose a sequence of stopping times a(k)<@k), a(k) P co and 
define a(n) = inf(t; Z,(t) 2 E). Observe that, for every h: R, H R + 
measurable, the following inequality holds 
s CoJ(r)) h(s) dA(s) < j-i /1(6(s)) ds. (3.11) 
The computation made in (ir) (with 6(s) replaced by 6(s)) and (3.11) imply 
iiiiiE[z;(“‘A”(d(t)-)] =o 
” 
for all t > 0 and stopping time c, where from taking 0 = a(k) we get 
lim E[Z,(a(n) A a(k))] = 0 for every k. 
” 
Then 
P( sup Z,(t) 2 E) < P(Z,(a(n) A a(k)) > E) 
1s a(k) 
< e-‘E[Z,(o(n) A a(k))] H 0 as n H co, for every k. 
Therefore Z,, wcP 0 as n H co. 
(j2) Similarly as in (i2). 
Remark 3.2. If A is predictable and (3.1), (3.2) hold only for every 
predictable stopping time 8G 6(T), then (3.3) holds with e(t) replaced 
by 4th 
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LEMMA 3.3 (Domination Propery). Let H, Z be as in Theorem 2.1 and 
2 < p < co. Then there exists an increasing process L(L is continuous if Z 
is so) with L, > t and controlling Z in the folIowing sense: for any Y(H)- 
stopping times CI < t bounded a.s. by a constant T 
E( SUP Iy,-y~Ip) 
CJ=Zt<? 
Gc(P> T){E[(L li.,~i,H(s,s),2dL,)p’2] 
In particular if I H( t, s, o)i + laH( t, s, o)/asl < K then 
E( sup IY,- Y,l”)<C(p, T,K){E[L,p”Z(L,- -L,)p’2] 
U<f<T 
+ [E(L:c)]“‘[E(IL,- - L,12(p-1))]1’2}. 
ProoJ By a result of Pratelli [21, Corollary 33 there is an increasing 
process Q(Q is continuous if Z is so) such that 
P 
H(s, s) dzs II 
<C(p)E Q,- j 
[( 
PI2 
IWw)12dQs 
(U,f) ) 1 . 
Next by HGlder’s, Schwartz’s, and Pratelli’s inequalities we have 
The process L, = t + Q, satisfies the requirements. 
for every f, gED,(R+, Rd), 
for any f E D(R + , Rd). 
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THJZOREM 3.4. Let F: R: x 0 H Rd@ R” be such that 
(1) F is W( R: ) @ ~-measurable; 
(2) If 3(F) = f-L>,[.% v -W(t, r,f ); 0 G r < u, u < t, f E 
D( R + , Rd))] then the process { F( t, s, .) }, <, is Y( F)-predictable; 
(3) There exists p E LS and 9-predictable nonnegative processes y, y’ 
locally L-integrable (L is given by Lemma 3.3) such that 
IFk s, f) -F(s, s, g)l’ 6 y’(s) ~(sup If(u) - g(u)l’) 
U<S 
(3.12) 
for any r>O,f, gED,(R+, Rd) 
IF(s>s,f )12WsN1 +sup IfW121 for any f E D(R+, Rd); (3.13) 
U<S 
(4) aF( t, s, f )/at exists and there are p1 E LS, y1 : R + H R + locally 
integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure and the processes y2, y; 
which are nonnegative, B(F)-predictable, locally L-integrable such that 
iam s, f )/at - aF(t, s, g)iati’ G 29(t) Y;(S) P,(~UP if(a) - g(G) 
U<S 
(3.14) 
1+ sup lfb)121 
UC.7 
(3.15) 
Then, for every ccidrcig and B(F)-adapted Rd-valued process H, there exists 
a pathwise unique solution of (1.1). 
Proof: Existence. By a result of Dellacherie [S, Theorem 57, p. 2461 we 
may assume that for every T 
(eventually we replace the probability P by an equivalent one; X is a 
solution of (1.1) if and only if X is a solution under the new probability 
measure). Also by the standard method we may assume that y’ = y, y; = y2 
for every r and that (3.12), (3.14) hold for every f, g E D(R + , Rd). Define 
1, = 5; [ 1 + y(s) + y2(s)] dL,; 0(s) = inf(t; 21, > s); and the successive 
approximations 
X”=H, X;+‘=H,+ ‘F(t,s,x”)dZ,. 
s 
(3.16) 
0 
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Utilising the domination property and (3.12~(3.15) we have for s < T 
E( sup 1x7 - XY12) 
I < f?(s) 
(pl +p,)(sup IX;-’ -Xi-‘12) dz, (3.17) 
W(s)) II<* 1 
E( sup K12) 
I < S(s) 
“,“y IX - ’ I ’ d&, 11 
IX;-‘l’)dt . 1 (3.18) 
An induction argument implies that E(sup, < sCSI X; I ‘) < co for any n, S. An 
iteration of (3.18) yields 
sup sup E( sup IX;l’) < C,(T) < co. 
n SGT * +=z e(s) 
Now from (3.17) and Lemma 3.l(i,) we deduce that Xm-x”~+‘~ 0 as 
m, n c--, cc and in particular x” H’J’ X. 
The next lemma justifies that we can pass to the limit in (3.16) with 
respect to the compact convergence in probability and thus X follows a 
solution of ( 1.1). 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied. Then 
~o~(~,s,;yn)dZ,~CP~~F(~,s,X)dZ,. 
Proof By the dominated convergence theorem for stochastic integrals 
(see [S, Number 14, Remark 6, p. 3231) we have 
j; F(s, s, X”) dZ, 6 1; F(s, s, X) dZ,. 
Let q(k) /” co, q(k) stopping times, such that for every k 
E[ sup (X;-X,12]t+0 
t < v(k) 
(eventually we take a subsequence in n). Denoting g(k) = 8(k) A q(k) we 
obtain for fixed k 
505/74/2-3 
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<C,(k)AEC sup lx:-~,l*l)~O as n-co. 
r-=v(k) 
Therefore the conclusion follows easily by the transformation rule. 
Uniqueness. Let X1, X2 be two solutions. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that for every T 
E[sup IXi(t)12] < co. 
l&T 
Utilising the domination property we deduce for every stopping time 
e<e(T) 
ECsup Ix,(f) - U~)1*1 
t-c.3 
(PI+ P,)(SUP IX,(s) -&(s)l*) 6 9 
S<f 1 
where from we conclude by Lemma 3.1 (iI). The proof of the theorem is 
finished. 
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.4 extends the result of Protter [25, 
Theorem 4.33 and of McShane [ 17, Theorem 11.21 (the McShane differen- 
tials are quasi-left-continuous semimartingales as is shown in [26]). The 
following theorem represents and unified formulation of Theorems 1 and 2 
from [28]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let Zi, i= 1, 2, be R”cvalued S-semimartingales and let 
Hi be Rdi-valued ccidrtig F-adapted processes. Let Fi: R, x fi H Rdi@ R”‘l 
be g-predictable functionals. Let (A, B, v) be the local characteristics 
of the R m1 +m2 = R”-valued semimartingale Z = (Z, , Z,) and define the 
g-predictable increasing process 
IdA,(s)l +&k(t) + 5,. V([o, tl, dzMl4’ A 1). 
> 
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Assume that 
(1) Z, is special with the canonical decomposition Z2 = M2 + A, ; 
denote by a = (ajk), p = (/I’) the F-predictable processes given by the 
factorisations (Mi,, M:) = up. V, AZ = b. V. 
(2) For every positive integer n there exist p” E LS and the nonnegative 
F-predictable processes y” locally V-integrable such that for every 
(6 ~)ER+ xQ,f =cf,,fd, g=(g,,gd from D,,(R+,Rd) (denoting by 
DF, the matrix F,( t, w, f) - F,( t, o, g) and by DF; its transposition) 
IF,(t,wf)-F,(t,w d12+2<fi(t-)-At-),DWW,W 
(3) 
process y 
(4) 
+ AV(t, o) IDF,fi(t, w)j2 + DF,a(t, w) DF2 
GY”(t> 0) @(sup Ifi( g,(s)12 + If2(t- I- gz(t- )12). (3.19) 
S<f 
There exists a nonnegative F-predictable and locally V-integrable 
such that for every (t, w) E R, x 52, f E D(R+ , Rd) 
IF,(t, o,f)l’+ IFAt, wf)l’Nt, o)Cl +sup lf(s)121. (3.20) 
SC, 
For every (t, w) E R, x Sz, Fi( t, co, .) are r,-continuous. 
Then there exists one and only one strong solution of 
x,(t) = H,(t) + j; F,(s> 9 dZ,(s) 
(1) 
X2(t) = Hz(f) + f; Fz(s, Xl G(s). 
Proof: Since we have guaranteed the existence of a very good solution 
of (I) under (1 ), (3), (4) (see [ 12, 201) the proof will follow if we prove 
that every two solutions X, Y, defined on the same good extension, are 
indistinguishable. Define 
I/n(t) = j-I y”(s) dV(s) + t 
0 
a(n)=inf(t; IX(t)1 an or [Y(t)1 an) 
6(n, k) = inf( t; V(t) > k) 
f= J$“k. , ‘F= ye- 
Z(t) = sup IT,(s)- B,(s)12+ lf2(t) - F2(t)12. 
s<r 
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Of course 2, BE D,(R + , Rd). By the domination property we deduce for 
every stopping time 6 < 6(n, k) 
ECsup l%(t)- mv1 
I<6 
<C(k)E j IF,(t, 8)-F,(t, 8)12 dV(t) . 1 (3.21) COJ) 
By Ito’s formula we obtain 
m~2bw- ~2w-)121 
GE 
iI 
C2@20- I- y2;cf- ), DF,(t, z, 8) B(t)> 
PJJ) 
+ d v(t) IDF,(f, F, y’) BW12 
+ DF,(t, %, 8) a(t) DF;(t, 2, P)] dV(t) 
Summing (3.21), (3.22) and utilising (3.19) we get 
(3.22) 
ECZ(~-)IGW)E 1 
for every predictable stopping time 6 < 6(n, k). 
By Lemma 3.l(i,) (see also Remark 3.2) we obtain 1(&n, k)-)=0 for 
every n, k, where from X and Y are indistinguishable. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let Zi, i= 1, 2, be R”l-valued 9-semimartingales and 
F, : R$ x 0 H Rdl @ R”‘, F2 : R + x 0 H Rd2 @ Rm2 be some functionals. 
Assume that 
( 1) F, is B( R: ) @ g-measurable; 
(2) {F,(t, 3, o,f )lsa is Y(F, )-predictable and F2 is g-predictable; 
(3) Z= (Z,, Z,) is S(F,)-semimartingale and Z2 is special (&fine V, 
a, /3 as in Theorem 3.1, where Z is considered as S(F,)-semimartingale); 
(4) There exist p1 E LS and the B(F,)-predictable processes yl, jjI 
locally V-integrable such that for every (t, o) E R + x a, f g E D(R + , Rd) 
IF,(t, 6 0, f) - F,(t> t, 0, idI2 
+2(f,(t-)-g,(t-),DF,(t,o,f,g)B(t,o)) 
+ d V(t, ~1 IDF,(t, 0, f, g) B(t, 412 
+ DF2(t, 0, f, g)) a(& 0) DfXt, w S, g) 
GY~(G O)P,(SUP If&)- g1(s)12+ Ifi( gAt-)l’) (3.23) 
S-Z, 
IFl(t, 6 wf)l’+ IF2(& ~,f)l’GWC1 +sup If(s)121; (3.24) 
s<, 
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(5) aF,(t, s, co, f)/at exists and there are p2 E LS, y2, y2: R, H R, 
locally integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure and S(F,)- 
predictable locally V-integrable processes y3, y3 such that for every 
(t,s,o)ER:xO,S,gED(R+,Rd) 
laF,(t, s, 0, f)/at - dF,(t, s, 0, d/W’ 
S Yz(t) W) idsup Ifi - gM12 + MS- I- g,(s- )12) (3.25) 
UCS 
W,(t, s, w, fUW’~‘Y”z(t) y”3h OK1 + sup If(~)l’l. (3.26) 
s-c, 
Then for all Rdi-valued processes Hi which are ccidldg and Y(F,)-adapted 
there exists one and only one strong solution of 
x,(t) = H,(t) + jkk s, J’) dZ,(s) 
0 
X2(t) = H,(t) + Jb’ F2h Xl d.&(s). 
Proof From Theorem 3.7 it follows that for every Rd-valued c$dlig 
and B(F, )-adapted process the system 
x,(t) = H,(t) + j-i F,(s, s, X) dZ,(s) 
+ 1’ ( j-’ aF,(s, u, Was dZ, 04) ds 
0 0 
X2(t) = Hz(t) + 1; FAs, X) dZ,(s) 
has a pathwise unique strong solution. 
Consider the successive approximations 
xo = W, 9 H,); 
X;+‘(t) = H,(t) + J; F,(s, s, J?‘+l) dZ,(s) 
+ j’ (j- aF,(s, u, X”)/as G(u)) ds 
0 0 
(3.27) 
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Define 
m = j’ CY,b) + y”,(s) + Y,(S) +73(s) + h(s)1 Ws) + t 
0 
s(t) = inf(s; V(S) > t). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that for every T 
ECSUP I~oW121 < 00. 
ICT 
By the domination property we have for all stopping times 6 <6(T), u 
(sup 
KM) s<, 
J%G,(6 - )I 
l-r 
Ix”+‘(s)12 + sup Ix”(S)l2) C@(f) II S<t (3.28) 
G(W~J (P,Umn(~- 1) + P,Vm- I,n- 1(t- ))I mo 1 . (3.29) C0.S) 
If we take in (3.28) 6 = s(t) and we make an inductive argument we get 
sup E[ sup IX”+‘(t)l2] < co. 
n , < 6(T) 
By Lemma 3.i(j2) we conclude that P -X”I+‘~ 0 as m, n H co. In 
particular x” I+‘~ X and by Lemma 3.5 it follows that X is a solution 
of (II). Uniqueness follows as in Theorem 3.4. 
4. CONVERGENCE OF FINITE DIFFERENCES 
Let 6= {to, ti, . ..} be a partition of R, and 161 =maxk(tk+i -fk). Define 
the following approximating processes associated with (1.1) 
p(“> t, f) = f-(% fk, f) if fE [tk, fk+l) 
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Xi(O) = H(O); ~~(t,+,)=H(t,+,)+Jb~+‘F(t,+,,s,~~)dZ(s) 
G(t) = Z(fk) if TV Cfk, fk+d 
x;(t)=H(t)+[‘F(t,s,x;)dZ(s). 
0 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied and 
let X be the strong solution of (1.1). 
(a) If y, yz are increasing and there exist jJ: R, H R + locally 
integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure and for every n an 
application h” : R + H R + with h”(0) = 0 such that for every s, t < u, 
f E DAR, 3 Rdl 
If@, t,f)-F(U, S,f)i’+ w$.4 t,f)/aU-a@, S,f)/aUl’ 
<y(u)h”(lt-4). 
Then Xf++cpXas 161~0. 
(b) If H, Z are continuous then X: t--rep X as 161 H 0. 
Proof: (a) Define a(k) = inf(s; [H(s)1 > k), 
z,=~‘(l+y(s)+~,(s))dL,; e(t) = inf(s; E, > t). 
0 
Then utilising the hypotheses (3), (4) of Theorem 3.4 and the domination 
property we deduce for every stopping time 8 < O(T) 
, 11 
where from by Lemma 3.l(i,) 
EC SUP W(t)12]<Cc,(T,k)<oo. 
*<e(T) A or(k) 
Similarly we obtain 
EC sup lX;(t)12] < CAT, k) < 00. 
I < B(T) h u(k) 
Define a(r, 6) = inf(t; IX(t)1 > r or IA’f(t)l > r), Q = a(r, 6) A a(k) 
J? = j’ Cl + Y(S) + Y’(S) + Ye + Y;(s)I dL; 
0 
O( p, r) = inf(s;Z; > p). 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
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Then for every stopping time 6 < 8(p, r) we deduce 
ECsup I (J? - WY- I’1 
so by Lemma 3.1 (i,) we have 
lili,E[ sup &I’;-X),“-I*]=0 for all p, k, r. (3.33) 
s-c WPJ) 
Utilising (3.31)-(3.33) we arrive at 
JYsup IJW - X(s)1 2 E) 
SST 
<P( sup IX@) - -W)l > E) + P(O(p, r) A a(k) < T) 
s<f%p,r) A a(k) 
<P( sup I(Xf-xx);-1 >E) 
s<tYp,r) 
+ P(8(p, r) A a(k) < 7’) + P(a < a(k) A 8(p, r)) 
< P(O(p, r) A a(k) < T) + P( sup IG)l> r) 
s-c fxp,r) A =(k) 
+ P( sup IXf(s)l >r)+P( sup I(Xf--X):-I 2~) 
s-=t’(p,r) A a(k) s<@P*r) 
6 p(e(p, r) A a(k) < T) 
+ I’( sup I (Xf - A!),“- I 2 E) + 2C(k, T)/r*. 
s<B(p,r) 
Now letting 161 H 0, p, r, k H cc in this inequality we get 
/EO P(sup Ix;(s) - X(S)1 2 E) = 0. 
SGT 
(b) Let 0 <E c 1, r >O, and I?‘, a(k), 8(p, r) be defined as in (a). 
Define the stopping times 
u(c,a)=inf(t; [(AC!--X)(t)l&~),cr~(r)=inf(t;IX(t)l>,r-l), 
u = U(E, 6) A al(r) A a(k) A e(p, r). 
By the domination property we have for any stopping time r 
ECsup IW:-V,l*l 
r<r 
G WP, r) ElIsup IX86 - %(Ol*l ,GO 
6 (P+P,)(~uP IW%W*)d& SC* II 
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<2 sup F( t, s, Xi) dZ(s) * 
t<a 
li=Stiri+l 
2 
M(s, u, X;)/c% dZ(s) ) II du 
= 2qh(h p,r,k) + 2v2(& p, r, k). 
Again applying the domination property we obtain 
ECv,(k P,r,k)l 
sup 
(3.34) 
for ail p, r, 
by the continuity of ,?’ and the dominated convergence theorem. Similarly 
we obtain 
,,‘tlio ECe(h P, r, k)l = 0. 
The above computation shows that (3.34) becomes 
ECsup IwFw*1 
r<r 
G$(& ~,r,k)+C,(p,r)E [‘(P+P,)(~uP I(~C;-WZI*)~J? 9 (3.35) 
[ 0 s<t 1 
where lim,,, Ho I(l(S, p, r, k) = 0. By Lemma 3.l(i,) we deduce 
,,ifmo E[ sup 1(X:-X)gl*]=O for all p, k, r. 
I a O(w) 
Next the reasoning continues as in (a). 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 covers some results of Gihman and Skorohod 
[9, Theorems 1 and 2, p. 429-438-J. 
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